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Literacy Strip - Single 4" Fabric
This velcro resource makes your books more accessible to symbol users.
Attach it to your book and provide symbol support to non-literate users and encourage
inclusion in reading times.

-Single Strip for top or bottom use.
-Adjusts with elastic straps to fit books from 20 to 30 cm in height. Simply slide onto front or
back cover of book.
-Made with the Loop (fuzzy) side of Hook & Loop (on both sides of strip).
-Size 10 x 24 cm.

R377.01 (incl. VAT)
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Literacy Flip Strip - Fabric
Simply add pictures or words and flip to create a new sentence every time! This is useful for
creating flexible sentence structures, practicing sentence variations and providing activity
or theme based vocabulary to people with communciation difficulties.

- Sixteen, 10 x 10 cm pages.
- Made of looped, velcro receptive fabric.
- Pages grouped in sets of four, aligned horizontally.
- Pages affixed to plastic stabilisation board with metal rings.
- Available with Fabric or Clear Page. Please specify when ordering.

R695.26 (incl. VAT)
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Literacy Flip Strip - Clear
Simply add pictures or words and flip to create a new sentence every time! This is useful for
creating flexible sentence structures, practicing sentence variations and providing activity
or theme based vocabulary to people with communciation difficulties.

- Sixteen, 10 x 10 cm pages.
- Made of looped clear pocket pages.
- Pages grouped in sets of four, aligned horizontally.
- Pages affixed to plastic stabilisation board with metal rings.
- Available with Fabric or Clear Page. Please specify when ordering.

R818.89 (incl. VAT)
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Portable Waist Communicator - Royal Blue
Wear the Communicator on your belt and flip it open to communicate with pictures/words.
Equipped with six 10 x 22cm Velcro fabric pages, to which you can attach symbols or words
with a 'hook' velcro strip or coin (available seperately) attached.

- Has a zip on the outside cover for personal items/extra pictures.
- Back of cover has loops to fit any belt up to 5cm wide.
- Belt not included.

R640.18 (incl. VAT)
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Waist Apron
Ideal for communicating visually with the class whilst keeping both hands free to teach!
Having your symbols or words readily means you can model the use of language at all
times, and have the user's required word choices easily available.

- Holds up to thirty two 5cm x 5cm pictures.
- Has four pockets to store unused pictures in.

R121.18 (incl. VAT)
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Wrap Around Activity Communication Mat
Complete all of your favourite activities on the floor or on a table with the Wrap Around
Activity Communication Mat with clear removable covers. Attach Picture Communication
Symbols (PCS) to the loop fabric surface to allow the user to communicate or react to the
symbols around them!

-The mat leaves room for students to sit in the center so they can easily move around and
interact with the activity
- Both sides are usable, for quick activity change, or as extra picture storage.
- Use Loop Fabric surface alone, or place the protective, removable, clear cover over the
top so there's no need to laminate.
- Can be folded in half for storage.
- PCS symbols not included.
- Loop fabric measures approx 37cm on the sides, and 58.4 cm along the top. Width of
strips is 10cm.

R785.84 (incl. VAT)
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Portable Choice/Display Board
This velcro board can be used to display classroom themes, communication vocabulary,
sequences or schedules. Your symbols, words or small objects can be attached to the
board using compatible adhesive-backed Hook Velcro (available separately) to stick to
the board.

- Equipped with a carrying handle.
- Hook & Loop closure also reverses, to allow board to stand upright or angle sides forward
for larger standing display area.
- Size: 122cm x 41cm (when open).

R1,466.42 (incl. VAT)
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Portable Object Communication Unit
This velcro resource allows you to transport a number of 'objects of reference ' - physical
objects that some people use to communicate. These are helpful for people who may rely
on tactile objects as a communication method.

- Equipped with adjustable handle and Hook & Loop closures.
- Sturdy, wide binding allows for accommodation of objects up to 15cm in height.
- Measures 76cm x 40cm open and 30cm x 40cm x 15cm.
- Fabric surface inside and waterproof nylon material outside, filled with plastic board for
stiffened surface.

R1,451.73 (incl. VAT)
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Fabric Picture Schedule with Pocket - Long, Horizontal
This is a Velcro receptive fabric strip onto which symbols or small objects can be attached.
These are useful for displaying sequences, schedules or objects of reference - to be used as
a communication strategy or visual prompt.

- Helpful for people with communication difficulties, autism, dementia, strokes etc.
- The pocket on the bottom can be used to store additional cards or pictures.
- 76 cm wide x 10 cm high.

R456.57 (incl. VAT)
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Fabric Picture Schedule with Pocket - Long, Vertical
This is a Velcro receptive fabric strip onto which symbols or small objects can be attached.
These are useful for displaying sequences, schedules or objects of reference - to be used as
a communication strategy or visual prompt.

- Helpful for people with communication difficulties, autism, dementia, strokes etc.
- The pocket on the bottom can be used to store additional cards or pictures.
- 76 cm high x 10 cm wide.

R456.57 (incl. VAT)
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Fabric Picture Schedule Vertical, Set of 5 Multi-colour strips
Colorful set of Five schedules with removable pockets.

- Hang horizontally or vertically.
- Pocket is repositionable/ removable for placement of completed activity pictures.
- Loop fabric schedules measure 71 x 10 cm with grommets for hanging.
- Comes with 5 colours - red, yellow, green, blue, orange

R1,787.12 (incl. VAT)
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Fabric Picture Schedule with Pocket - Regular, Horizontal
This is a Velcro receptive fabric strip onto which symbols or small objects can be attached.
These are useful for displaying sequences, schedules or objects of reference - to be used as
a communication strategy or visual prompt.

- It is helpful for people with communication difficulties, autism, dementia, strokes etc.
- The pocket on the bottom can be used to store additional cards or pictures.
- Dimensions approx. 50 x 10cm

R392.92 (incl. VAT)
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Fabric Picture Schedule with Pocket - Regular, Vertical
This is a Velcro receptive fabric strip onto which symbols or small objects can be attached.
These are useful for displaying sequences, schedules or objects of reference - to be used as
a communication strategy or visual prompt.

- It is helpful for people with communication difficulties, autism, dementia, strokes etc.
- The pocket on the bottom can be used to store additional cards or pictures.
- Dimensions approx. 50 x 10cm

R392.92 (incl. VAT)
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Vinyl Alphabet Stickers - for Eye Gaze (E-tran) Frame
These brightly coloured and durable vinyl stickers can be stuck onto an eye gaze frame,
allowing the user to look at the letter they wish to communicate to their partner.

- This is a cost-effective and simple means of achieving communication for literate people.
- Colour-coding can be used to clarify the selected letter - the user would look at the
coloured circle to indicate the colour of the letter they want, and then at the group of
letters containing the letter they want.

**Requires Eye Gaze Frame - not included.

R128.65 (incl. VAT)
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Eye Gaze Frame with Stand - Perspex
Looking at things you like, need or want is one of the first and easiest ways of making
choices. Eye gaze frames have been developed as an effective way of using eye pointing
for choice making and communication. Pictures, words or symbols can be placed on the
frame. Positioning the transparent frame between the user and "listener" makes it easier for
them to see where they are looking.

- Clear plastic frame and stand.
- Detachable base - use on a desk or hand held.
- Dimensions: 3mm thick clear perspex; Board 45 x 35cm
-Weight of board (excluding stand) 0.42kg;
- Stand: 45 x 15 x 5cm.
- Vinyl colour-coded alphabet stickers are an optional extra (not included).

R867.81 (incl. VAT)
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Velcoins 13mm Hook White Self Adhesive 25m (Generic Brand)
Generic brand adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a
strip. All our Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

- Requires compatible 'Loop' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or object.

Use it to:
- Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
- Create companion activities for childrens books.
- Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
- Engineer the environment with visual supports.
- Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.

R497.06 (incl. VAT)

1-11

Discontinued - no
longer available
to order. Sorry!



Velcro Velcoin® LOOP PS14 13mmx25m Black
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Hook' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R645.59 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro Velcoin® LOOP PS14 13mmx25m White
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Hook' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R645.59 (incl. VAT)
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Velcoins 13mm Loop White Self Adhesive 25m (Generic Brand)
Generic brand adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a
strip. All our Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

- Requires compatible 'hook' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or object.

Use it to:
- Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
- Create companion activities for childrens books.
- Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
- Engineer the environment with visual supports.
- Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.

R497.06 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro Velcoin® HOOK PS14 13mmx25m White
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Loop' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R645.59 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro Velcoin® HOOK PS14 13mmx25m Black
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Loop' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R645.59 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro® Brand Strip 20mm HOOK White Self Adhesive 25m
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Loop' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R415.19 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro® Brand Strip 20mm HOOK Black Self Adhesive 25m
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Loop' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R415.19 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro® Brand Strip 20mm LOOP Black Self Adhesive 25m
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Hook' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R415.19 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro® Brand Strip 20mm LOOP White Self Adhesive 25m
Adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a strip. All our
Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

Use it to:
-Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
-Create companion activities for childrens books.
-Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
-Engineer the environment with visual supports.
-Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.
-Requires compatible 'Hook' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or objects.

R415.19 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro Strip 16mm Loop White Self Adhesive 25m
Generic brand adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a
strip. All our Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

- Requires compatible 'Hook' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or object.

Use it to:
- Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
- Create companion activities for childrens books.
- Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
- Engineer the environment with visual supports.
- Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.

R328.64 (incl. VAT)
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Velcro Strip 16mm Hook White Self Adhesive 25m
Generic brand adhesive-backed Velcro is available in black or white, in a roll of dots or in a
strip. All our Velcro is sold in rolls of 25m.

- Requires compatible 'Loop' velcro strip or coins to attach symbols or object.

Use it to:
- Print, laminate and Velcro individual schedules.
- Create companion activities for childrens books.
- Make resources for curriculum or therapy lessons.
- Engineer the environment with visual supports.
- Fasten switches in to a comfortable position for the user.

R328.64 (incl. VAT)
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Zygo Head Pointer Rear Strap with iPad Tip
Zygo Head Pointers provide efficient pointing from a psychologically and cosmetically
sound perspective - the chin. Unlike forehead protrusion pointers, an out from the chin
device allows closer proximity to the item being accessed and reduces the head
movement needed to activate such a device.

- Doesn’t interrupt either the wearer’s field of vision or the full view of the wearer’s face.
- Rear Strap model - this model’s yoke assembly is standard size, but the rear knob
adjustment portion of the standard model’s headband has been replaced with a hook
and loop strap closure. This is particularly useful when the wearer is seated against any
headrest mechanism, where the standard model’s knob would cause discomfort.
- This model accommodates adult wearers with slightly smaller than average head sizes, for
which the overall yoke size reduction of the Tiny Tot model is inappropriate.

R7,677.04 (incl. VAT)
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